DESKTOP360
Microsoft WVD Hosted in Azure and
Securely Delivered to AnyDevice
About Desktop360
Desktop360 from Entisys360 enables a remote workforce to work from anywhere (including their
home) by deploying Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) on Microsoft Azure (your existing or a
new subscription) with Windows-based virtual applications and desktops (up to 10 virtual desktops
and/or five virtual applications).

What We Offer

Desktop360 reduces the
network, infrastructure and
security impact of “Work from
Home” by hosting Microsoft
WVD in Azure to reduce endpoint
management complexity and
allow forconsumption-based
compute/storage.

With Desktop360,
organizations can achieve
measurable business
outcomes when users are
able to access their desktops,
applications, files and
workflows from any endpoint
device, regardless of form
factor or operative system.

Desktop360 makes applications
installed in Microsoft WVD
simpler to deploy while at the
same time increasing overall
performance and improving
SLAs.

Businesses will see an
optimal and cost-efficient
Microsoft WVD experience
with Desktop360 as it allows
the organization to adapt to
the complex, ever changing
business, data access and
applications requirements.

What our customers are saying

LEARN MORE

“Our organization needed a virtual desktop solution for an immediate

Microsoft experts today.

For more information, contactour

remote workforce project. It needed to be production ready quickly and

www.entisys360.com

needed to scale up and down to be cost effective with our limited budget.

microsoft@entisys360.com

Desktop360 was implemented by Entisys360 and it delivered a solution that

(877) ENTISYS

exceeded all of our requirements!”
Jason Gherardini | Senior Vice President | Information Technology
SARES REGIS GROUP
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Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud
computing services to help your organization meet its
business challenges. With Azure, your business or
organization has the freedom to build, manage, and
deploy applications on a massive, global network using
your preferred tools and frameworks.

Why Azure
BE FUTURE-READY
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your

OPERATE HYBRID SEAMLESSLY
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you

development today and your product visions for

where you are. Integrate and manage your environments with

tomorrow.With 1,000+ new capabilities in the past year, you

tools and services designed for hybrid cloud.

can build on the latest advancements in AI, blockchain,

Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you ahead of
the curve.

Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies
across your different environments with a single identity
platform trusted by 90 percent of enterprises globally.

Our enterprise-grade analytics solution outperforms the
competition, costs less, and is fully compatible with your
existing development, BI, and data science tools.
BUILD ON YOUR TERMS
You have choices. With our commitment to open source
and support for all languages and frameworks, you can
build and deploy how you want to. Take advantage of the

TRUST YOUR CLOUD
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of
experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises,
governments, and startups.
With its $1B+ investment in security R&D and 3,500
cybersecurity experts, security is foundational for Azure.

full-featured, integrated development environments with
built-in support for Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code,
the most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.
We embrace open source, drive innovation through
collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

LEARN MORE: WWW.MICROSOFTAZURE.COM
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